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Overall effectiveness 
Previous inspection: Requires improvement 3 

This inspection: Requires improvement 3 

Leadership and management Good 2 

Behaviour and safety of pupils Requires improvement 3 

Quality of teaching Requires improvement 3 

Achievement of pupils Requires improvement 3 

Sixth form provision Good 2 

 

Summary of key findings for parents and pupils 

 

This is a school that requires improvement. It is not good because 

 Students do not make good enough progress in 
some subjects, for example mathematics, 

geography and French. 

 Teaching is not consistently strong across all 

subjects. 

 Marking is too variable and does not always 

provide clear and precise guidance to students on 
how to improve their work. 

 Teachers sometimes take a ‘one size fits all’ 
approach to learning, setting work that does not 

stretch some students or is too hard for others. 

 Students’ attitudes to learning and behaviour are 
not always positive. Some students are easily 

distracted in lessons and others do not work hard 

enough. 

 Students do not have enough opportunity to 
practise and develop their mathematical skills in the 

work they do in other subjects. 

 

 

The school has the following strengths 

 The new principal and other school leaders are 
driving improvements in teaching with great 

determination and this is having a positive effect 
on improving the quality of teaching and on 

achievement. 

 A particular strength is the consistency and impact 

of highly effective teaching in English. Teaching in 
mathematics is increasingly competent. 

 Students who enter the school with poor reading 

skills are given help which enables them to make 

rapid gains in reading. 

 The school makes sure its students are safe and 
that they know how to keep themselves safe. 

 The sixth form provision is good. Teaching in the 

sixth form is effective and standards are rising. 

 Leadership of the academy is good and governors 

provide strong strategic direction. The academy 
trust is providing practical support to improve 

teaching and to find high quality staff when 
vacancies occur. 
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Information about this inspection 

   Inspectors visited 25 lessons, a few observed jointly with school leaders. They visited assembly and 
observed student behaviour at break times and around the school. They looked at the work in students’ 

books. 

   Interviews were held with key members of staff, students, sixth form students and the director of 
education for the academy trust. 

Inspectors looked at the school’s self-evaluation documentation and the school improvement plan. They 

also examined information on students’ progress, examples of students’ work, a range of policy 
documents and governing body minutes. 

Inspectors took account of the 19 responses to the online questionnaire (Parent View). In addition, 

inspectors considered the 57 responses to a questionnaire for members of staff. 

 

Inspection team 

Mary Le Breuilly, Lead inspector Additional Inspector  

Kim Bower Additional Inspector 

Andrew Vind Additional Inspector 
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Full report 

 

Information about this school 

 Hagley Park Academy is smaller than the average-sized secondary school. 

 About one-fifth of students have a special educational need or disability. This is similar to the national 
level. 

 Almost all students are from White British backgrounds. 

 The proportion of students known to be eligible for support through the pupil premium (additional funding 
provided by the government to support students, for example those known to be eligible for free school 

meals and children in local authority care) is about one third, which is higher than average. 

 A very small number of students are educated off site at Chasetown Shortstay School or Peak Pursuits. 

The achievement of this group is not reported in detail in the report owing to the low numbers involved. 

 Following a number of interim appointments to the post of principal, the current principal took up a 

permanent post in January this year. 

 The school is part of The Creative Education Trust. A partner school, Fair Oaks Academy, is located close 
to Hagley Park Academy and shares some teachers. 

 The sixth forms of both Fair Oak Academy and Rugeley Park Academy form Rugeley Sixth Form Academy 
which is managed and organised as a single sixth form on the campus of Hagley Park Academy. The 

principal oversees all three academies and there is a single governing body. 

 The Rugeley Academies are sponsored by the Creative Education Trust. 

 The school meets the government’s current floor standard, which sets the minimum expectations for 

attainment and progress in English and mathematics. 

 

What does the school need to do to improve further? 

 Raise levels of achievement and improve teaching, especially in mathematics, geography and French by: 

 making sure that all teachers provide activities that challenge students in the class whatever their ability  

 improving the consistency of marking so that written feedback provides sharp and precise guidance to 

students on what they need to do to improve their work 

 providing more opportunities for students to develop and practise numeracy skills in subjects other than 

mathematics. 

 

 Improve students’ behaviour and attitudes to learning by ensuring that: 

 students are eager to learn as a result of activities that are sufficiently challenging and engage 

students’ interest  

 they are less easily distracted and so minor disruption is minimised. 
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Inspection judgements 

The leadership and management are good 

 Leaders and managers in the academy are having a positive impact on the quality of provision and on 
standards. Strong leadership from the subject leader of English ensures students made good progress in 

2014 and currently many year groups continue to do well in this area of learning. The new principal has 
taken swift and decisive action to eliminate weak teaching and weak leadership in a few subjects. 

 

 Academy leaders have a very clear view of the strengths of the academy and they know exactly what 
needs to be done to improve things. There are very precise plans for improvement in place, and the 

impact of actions that are taken to make outcomes for students better is carefully evaluated and followed 
up if necessary. 

 

 High expectations, which come straight from the top, are setting improved standards for teaching and 
learning. These expectations are backed up by good-quality training and support using coaching and 

mentoring. In addition, a rigorous approach to recruitment and selection is ensuring that the academy is 

hiring the best staff, including the best leaders, that it possibly can. 

 

 The new principal has made some changes to leadership of subjects and has worked with the partner 

academy to share ideas and strategies in subject areas where there are weaknesses in teaching or in 
leadership. New subject leaders are beginning to make a positive difference in subjects where there has 

been underperformance such as mathematics and modern languages. Consequently, teaching and 
leadership are improving, academic standards are rising and the academy has the capacity for continued 

improvement. 

 

 The academy uses its additional funding well to help disadvantaged students. For example, support is 
provided for those who have difficulty with reading. This is proving effective, and, along with other 

intervention and support, is helping improve the performance of these students and close gaps with their 
peers. The attendance and progress of students who are educated elsewhere is carefully monitored. 

 

 The academy has improved the curriculum, which is now better tailored to the abilities and interests of all 
groups of students. The subject courses are supplemented by a wide range of enrichment activities, such 

as trips and visits, visitors to the academy and after-school clubs. These activities contribute effectively to 

students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development and prepare pupils well for life in modern 
Britain. 

 

 The performance of teachers is managed competently, with robust challenge where needed, together with 
programmes of support for any underperformance. As a result, teachers are clear on their strengths and 

their areas for improvement. They are keen to do their best for their students. 

 

 A firm focus on equality of opportunity means that the academy keeps a close eye on the attainment and 
progress of different groups of students. It acts quickly when individuals are found to be underachieving 

and is working to raise the achievement levels of all. Discrimination in any form is not tolerated and is 
actively tackled. Students are encouraged to develop respect and understanding for those of other 

religions through their religious education lessons, assemblies that reflect life in modern Britain and trips 
and visits, for example to different places of worship. 

 

 The school has an open door policy for parents, and keeps them well informed through newsletters and 
the principal’s ‘Weekly Words’. 

 

 The advice and careers guidance that students receive ensures that they choose appropriate pathways 
both at GCSE and post-16. 

 

 Safeguarding is given due attention, and the arrangements are effective and meet national requirements. 

Consequently, students feel safe and the atmosphere is positive around the academy. 

 

 The sponsors of the academy are actively involved in supporting it, for example in recruiting staff. Good 
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practice from other academies sponsored by the Creative Education Trust is shared with the academy. 

 

 The governance of the school: 

 The governing body is well informed about the academy. Through a systematic meetings structure, 

governors are clear about the internal monitoring of student performance and teaching and they know 

what the academy is doing to improve progress. They have a good understanding of data relating to 
achievement and they ask pertinent questions of school leaders about areas that are not performing 

well. 

 Governors are shrewd in their decisions about pay rises, rewarding good teaching while challenging any 

that needs to be better. They have worked with the principal to tackle any serious underperformance by 

teachers. 

 Finances are monitored carefully and governors keep a close eye on the academy budget. They know 

how the academy uses additional funding to support disadvantaged students and the impact that 

strategies have on students’ achievement. 

 The governing body has ensured that the school’s arrangements for safeguarding students meet 

statutory requirements. 

 

The behaviour and safety of pupils requires improvement 

Behaviour  

 The behaviour of students requires improvement. In some lessons, students are too easily distracted and 

do not always give their full attention to their work. This is particularly true in lessons where work is not 
challenging enough or where activities are not interesting. This does not help them secure good progress 

in their learning. 

 

 The new behaviour system is having a positive impact. Students told inspectors that behaviour has 

improved since the last inspection and said that they are able to get on with their work better than before. 

They also said that the behaviour system is fair. Although inspectors saw some minor disruption in 
lessons, particularly where teaching was not effective, more often students were obedient and responded 

well to staff instructions. 

 

 Conduct around the academy between lessons is good and students treat each other and adults with 
courtesy and respect, opening doors and greeting visitors politely. The complex nature of the site makes 
close supervision difficult. Most students act responsibly and behave well between lessons and at break 

times even in areas where there is little supervision by staff. 

 

 Students with behavioural difficulties have daily meetings with adults to talk through how the day has 
gone. Some are given additional support to help them improve their behaviour. Behaviour records show 

that many of these students have settled down and their academic progress has improved along with their 
better conduct. The numbers of students on fixed term and permanent exclusions has reduced and are 

now similar to national levels. 

 

 Attendance levels and punctuality have improved as a result of robust arrangements for following up poor 
attendance. Attendance is now close to national levels. Punctuality has also increased because teachers 

consistently challenge late arrival to lessons. 

 

 Although a small number of parents and staff expressed concerns about behaviour, other evidence 

supports inspectors’ views that the school is an orderly environment. 

 

Safety  

 The school’s work to keep students safe and secure is good. Students are taught how to keep themselves 

safe in school, out of school and in the local community. They are also taught how to keep themselves 

safe when using the internet. 

  

 Staff and visitors are appropriately vetted and this ensures students are safe. Checks are rigorously 

undertaken on all adults working in the school to ensure that all are safe to work with students. 
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 Students report that occasional bullying is dealt with swiftly and resolved by staff, making them feel safe. 
Bullying, including name-calling, based on prejudiced or discriminatory attitudes, is strongly discouraged 

and rarely occurs. Records of all behaviour incidents, including bullying and racist incidents are kept and 

effectively followed up. 

 

 Good records are kept of referrals and meetings concerning students who might face problems and case 

studies demonstrate that the academy works well in partnership with other agencies to provide support. 
Training on safeguarding is regular and up to date. 

 

 The school makes sure that the very small numbers of students attending alternative provision for their 
education are well supervised to ensure their safety. 

 

The quality of teaching requires improvement 

 Teaching is not yet consistently good across the academy, so students' progress remains too variable and 
they do not yet make good overall progress. However, better teaching is now having a positive impact on 
students’ learning and achievement, including their literacy and numeracy. 

 

 Marking of students’ work, though improved since the last inspection, is not always detailed. Whereas in 

some subjects, for example English, marking consistently gives students very good advice on how to 
improve, too often there is little or no guidance or else teachers written comments are not precise 

enough. 

 

 The work set for students does not always include sufficient challenge. This sometimes slows down the 
rate at which pupils make progress. In weaker lessons there is a ‘one size fits all’ approach and little or no 
account is taken of students’ differing abilities and starting points. 

 

 Teaching in English is consistently effective and this is reflected in the strong and consistent progress that 
students make in the subject. 

 

 The promotion of reading across the school is strong, as is the school’s commitment to improving 

students’ literacy skills. Teachers of all subjects pay good attention to developing students’ reading and 
writing skills. 

 

 Teaching in mathematics is improving and this year the progress of students across the school has 
improved and is no longer inadequate. However, students do not have sufficient opportunities to practise 

or extend their numeracy skills in subjects other than mathematics. 

 

 Teachers make good use of teaching assistants to support specific students in lessons. This helps to 

ensure that these students are engaged and involved in the lesson and that they have the support they 
need to complete the work provided. 

 

 Relationships between adults and students are positive. Students appreciate the praise and support that 

adults give them and this is helping to improve behaviour. 

 

 Where students attend alternative provision there is a positive impact on their behaviour and academic 

progress. 

 

The achievement of pupils requires improvement 

 

 GCSE results in 2014 were low compared to national levels and too few students left with five GCSE 
grades of A* to C including English and mathematics. 
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 In 2013 and 2014, standards at the end of Key Stage 4 across students’ best eight GCSE subjects were 
below those of other students nationally. This is because students did not do well enough across the full 

range of GCSE subjects, particularly French, geography and mathematics. 

 

 Both the attainment of students in mathematics and the proportion of students making expected progress 
in mathematics were significantly below the national average in 2013 and 2014. Inspectors’ observations 
of lessons and examination of students’ books confirm that students currently in the school are now 

making better progress. The school predicts that around 68% of students will gain a grade C or better 

and two thirds will make expected progress in mathematics this academic year, which is very close to 
national levels. 

 

 The proportion of students making expected progress in English in 2014 compared favourably with 
national levels. The proportion making better than expected progress was similar to national levels. The 

academy’s information on students’ progress shows that all year groups are making strong progress in 
English and attainment in 2015 is likely to be above national levels. 

 

 Students with special educational needs or disabilities make similar progress or better to their peers 

except where factors such as medical conditions affect their achievement. Extra support is carefully 
allocated to help students keep up or catch up and the impact of the support is carefully monitored. 

 

 In 2014, disadvantaged students gained GCSE results that were similar to those of all pupils nationally in 
English but were about half a grade behind their fellow students. In mathematics these students were a 

grade behind the national average for all pupils and half a grade behind their fellow students. 

 

 In 2014 the most able students made slower progress than similar students nationally in English and 
mathematics. School information shows that this is no longer the case and that this year progress for this 
group has improved and inspection evidence confirms this. The progress of the most able pupils in lower 

years is improving. 

 

 The academy has rightly moved away from a policy of widespread early entry for GCSE in some subjects 
because this was limiting students’ attainment. There is now a carefully judged policy of limited early 

entry for some students based on their individual circumstances. 

 

 Students who attend alternative provision make adequate progress in learning to read, write and use 
mathematics. This is because they are given individual support and attention that helps them succeed. 

 

 

The sixth form provision is good 

 About a third of students in each year group join the sixth form, along with students from the partner 

academy. Students receive good advice and guidance on the choice of courses, both on entry to the sixth 
form and on the courses they can take up on leaving it. As a consequence they are well-prepared for the 

next stage in their education. The school has tightened its entry requirements for sixth form courses so 
that all students must have a grade C in both mathematics and English, and as a consequence the 

students that stay on are better qualified to meet the demands of post-16 courses. 

 

 Achievement in the sixth form has risen since the last inspection. A level and AS level pass rates are close 

to national levels. Progress improved between 2013 and 2014 and the academy predicts that it will 

improve markedly this year, particularly in subjects where there was previously poor progress, and that 
results are likely to be above national levels in several subjects. Inspectors agree. 

 

 Teaching in the sixth form is good, as shown by the good outcomes in most subjects. The academy has 
moved quickly to address the limited amount of poor teaching and progress. Teachers have good subject 

knowledge. They give students every support in developing good examination technique and provide 
opportunities to deepen understanding and reinforce their knowledge. 

 

 The academy has changed the courses on offer to focus more strongly on academic rather than 
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vocational courses. This move has been taken to rationalise the courses provided within the local area 
more carefully; the local further education college provides a good range of vocational courses which 

offers students alternative pathways to A and AS levels. 

 

 All students take part in activities that are unrelated to their courses, for example community work, 
raising money for charity, mock elections or work experience. This gives them opportunities for personal 
development and leadership skills. 

 

 Behaviour is good. Students show a real commitment to their learning and they work hard. Sixth form 
attendance and punctuality rates are good. Sixth form students provide good role models for the rest of 

the school. Students speak highly of their time in the sixth form and say that they always feel safe. They 

are appreciative of the support given by teachers to ensure that they make good progress and succeed in 
their aspirations. 

 

 The sixth form is well led and managed. There is a clear sense of direction and a determination to root 
out weaknesses and to make continual improvements. Leadership of the sixth form promotes an ethos in 

which students are motivated to learn and teachers support them to make good progress. Students are 

well prepared for their examinations, and almost all students progress successfully to university and 
employment.  
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What inspection judgements mean 

School 

Grade Judgement Description 

Grade 1 Outstanding An outstanding school is highly effective in delivering outcomes that 

provide exceptionally well for all its pupils’ needs. This ensures that pupils 

are very well equipped for the next stage of their education, training or 
employment. 

Grade 2 Good A good school is effective in delivering outcomes that provide well for all 

its pupils’ needs. Pupils are well prepared for the next stage of their 
education, training or employment. 

Grade 3 Requires 
improvement 

A school that requires improvement is not yet a good school, but it is not 
inadequate. This school will receive a full inspection within 24 months 

from the date of this inspection. 

Grade 4 Inadequate A school that has serious weaknesses is inadequate overall and requires 
significant improvement but leadership and management are judged to 

be Grade 3 or better. This school will receive regular monitoring by 

Ofsted inspectors. 

A school that requires special measures is one where the school is failing 
to give its pupils an acceptable standard of education and the school’s 

leaders, managers or governors have not demonstrated that they have 
the capacity to secure the necessary improvement in the school. This 

school will receive regular monitoring by Ofsted inspectors. 
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School details 

Unique reference number 137103 

Local authority Staffordshire 

Inspection number 453827 

 

This inspection of the school was carried out under section 5 of the Education Act 2005. 
 

Type of school Secondary 

School category Academy sponsor-led 

Age range of pupils 11–18 

Gender of pupils Mixed 

Gender of pupils in the sixth form Mixed 

Number of pupils on the school roll 593 

Of which, number on roll in sixth form 68 

Appropriate authority The governing body 

Chair Alan Murphy 

Principal Christopher Keen 

Date of previous school inspection 23-24 April 2013 

Telephone number 01889 571680 

Fax number N/A 

Email address enquiries@hagleyparkacademy.org.uk 



 

 

 

Complaints about the inspection or the report should be made following the procedures set out in the 

guidance ‘raising concerns and making complaints about Ofsted', which is available from Ofsted’s website: 

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted 

. If you would like Ofsted to send you a copy of the guidance, please telephone 0300 123 4234, or email 

enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk. 

 
 

You can use Parent View to give Ofsted your opinion on your child’s school. Ofsted 

will use the information parents and carers provide when deciding which schools to 

inspect and when and as part of the inspection. 
 

You can also use Parent View to find out what other parents and carers think about 
schools in England. You can visit www.parentview.ofsted.gov.uk, or look for the link 

on the main Ofsted website: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted 

The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) regulates and inspects to 

achieve excellence in the care of children and young people, and in education and skills for learners 

of all ages. It regulates and inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children 

and Family Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher training, 

work-based learning and skills training, adult and community learning, and education and training in 

prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council children’s services, and inspects services 

for looked after children, safeguarding and child protection. 

Further copies of this report are obtainable from the school. Under the Education Act 2005, the school 

must provide a copy of this report free of charge to certain categories of people. A charge not 

exceeding the full cost of reproduction may be made for any other copies supplied. 

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print or Braille, please 

telephone 0300 123 4234, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk. 

You may copy all or parts of this document for non-commercial educational purposes, as long as you 

give details of the source and date of publication and do not alter the information in any way. 

To receive regular email alerts about new publications, including survey reports and school inspection 

reports, please visit our website and go to ‘Subscribe’. 

Piccadilly Gate 
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Manchester 
M1 2WD 
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